In diploid organisms, single nucleotide differences observed between paternal and maternal chromosomes are called heterozygous sites. As the history underlying both chromosomes can be viewed under a coalescence process, heterozygous sites result from mutations which occurred in the genealogy, backward in time. The number of neutral polymorphic sites segregating in a given population both depends on the average coalescence, which itself depends on the effective population size $\left( N_{e} \right)$, and the mutation rate (*μ*) ([@bib41]). Consequently, parameters such as the Watterson's *θ*, where $\theta = 4N_{e}\mu$ for diploid organisms ([@bib94]), are essential in population genetics and have been widely used to infer past population demographies.

If both parents are unrelated, the number of heterozygous sites at equilibrium is expected to be $\frac{\theta}{\theta + 1}$, which is $\approx \theta$ for small values of *θ* ([@bib94]). Several tools have been released to infer the number of heterozygous sites at equilibrium, also referred to as the heterozygosity, from either raw sequence alignment files ([@bib32]; [@bib43]), multiple sequence alignments ([@bib27]; [@bib1]) and SNP arrays ([@bib72]; [@bib97]; [@bib9]; [@bib90]). The underlying methodology has been recently reviewed by [@bib99].

However, if both parents are related, large stretches of the offspring genome will be identical by descent (IBD). At such loci, no or very few heterozygous sites will be found, resulting in the presence of runs of homozygosity (ROH). Such ROHs can be informative about an individual's demographic history ([@bib11]). The total length of such genomic loci depends on the type of inbreeding ([@bib96]) and the length of such regions depends on how far back in the genealogy the inbreeding event took place ([@bib17]; [@bib39]), considering that recombinations reduce the length of ROHs with time. A number of statistical packages have been released to investigate the impact of inbreeding on individual fitness ([@bib89]).

Inbreeding can be due to small group size, cultural practice ([@bib3]) as well as reproductive management procedures such as those underpinning domestic livestock ([@bib95]). ROHs have therefore been detected in a number of domestic animals, including sheep ([@bib74]), cattle ([@bib73]), pigs ([@bib6]) and donkeys ([@bib80]). A first class of methods aimed at the detection of ROH in modern samples have relied on pre-called genotypes ([@bib59]; [@bib68]) and allele frequencies for the population of interest ([@bib65]). Even without the additional layer of complexity represented by the uncertainty in calling genotypes, available methods show limitations and generally require *ad-hoc* tuning of their parameters to fit the properties of the data at hand ([@bib34]). A second limitation is the use of allele frequencies. Such information is not always available especially for rare breeds or remote populations. Elevated drift or distant split times between the population providing the allele frequencies and the sample often make such information inapplicable. Another class of methods has relied on weighted-likelihood methods using genotype data for several individuals ([@bib5]).

In recent years, methodological advances in ancient DNA (aDNA) research have opened access to the complete genome sequence of ancient human individuals ([@bib55]), domesticates ([@bib18]; [@bib24]), pathogens ([@bib76]), and extinct species ([@bib63]; [@bib26]; [@bib77]). Ancient genomes provide time-stamped genetic snapshots which are instrumental for understanding how the genetic makeup of modern species came to be. However, aDNA molecules are generally poorly preserved and co-extracted together with a large fraction of genetic material from environmental microbes ([@bib14]). This results in a relatively low amount of endogenous molecules, which makes the recovery of high coverage genomes for ancient individuals often prohibitively expensive ([@bib66]). As a consequence, the vast majority of the ancient genomes currently available have only been sequenced to low coverage ([@bib58]).

Inferring heterozygosity on the basis of low sequence coverage data are difficult but several methods have been proposed to do so ([@bib10]; [@bib43]; [@bib44]). In addition to coverage limitation, the presence of post-mortem damage, which introduces nucleotide misincorporations, and potential contamination either stemming from microbial sources or present-day humans ([@bib54]), make heterozygosity estimates in ancient samples particularly difficult. Despite these limitations, a method has been developed to address the problem of inferring heterozygosity for ancient samples ([@bib44]). Additionally, other methods have leveraged the power of allele frequencies or recombination maps to predict IBD tracks and infer runs of homozygosity in ancient samples ([@bib65]; [@bib91]). However, the necessary allele frequencies are not always available for past populations or populations poorly represented by public datasets. Furthermore, drift in the lineage of the reference panel or in the sample might skew allele frequencies. Finally, the presence of long and prevalent ROHs can drive down the genome-wide estimate of heterozygosity ([@bib70]).

Here, we introduce ROHan, a method to jointly estimate the local and global heterozygosity rates as well as long ROHs. This method is suitable for both modern and ancient DNA samples given that data are provided at sufficient depth-of-coverage. Our method relies on a maximum weighted likelihood method to first estimate the rate of heterozygosity locally. It then applies an HMM to simultaneously identify regions in ROHs and compute Watterson's *θ* for regions that were identified as non-ROH. Our method operates on aligned DNA fragments in BAM format on an individual basis. It does not require allele frequencies or any information provided by the reference genome, and only makes use of the sequence data underlying a given sample. The source code is available at <http://grenaud.github.io/ROHan/>.

Using genomic simulations incorporating aDNA damage, and investigating the effect of coverage, population size and inbreeding, we show that ROHan is more accurate and robust than previous methods aimed at inferring rates of heterozygosity. We demonstrate that ROHan can infer global and local rates of heterozygosity for modern samples with coverage as low as 5--6× and in ancient samples as low as 7--8× even in the presence of substantial damage. For inbred samples, our method can correctly identify large ROHs at the megabase scale. Masking such regions provides more accurate estimates of global rates of heterozygosity genome-wide than current methods not aided by external allele frequencies.

We also tested ROHan on modern and ancient empirical samples for both human and non-human species. Specifically, we used our methodology on a dozen low-coverage samples from the 1000 Genomes project Phase III ([@bib25]) and show that our estimates are consistent with the ones presented by the Simons Genome Diversity Project ([@bib57]) for similar populations sequenced to higher coverage. We also provide heterozygosity estimates for a range of ancient humans spanning a whole range of post-mortem damage and coverage. Additionally, applying our methodology to individual chimpanzee genomes, we obtain more consistent estimates than those reported in the original publication ([@bib13]). Finally, we ran ROHan on several horse samples, both modern and ancient, and confirm that the genome of the endangered Przewalski's horses shows a large fraction of ROHs and low heterozygosity. This is in contrast to their Eneolithic direct ancestors, which showed larger genetic diversity and were not found to be inbred.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Our method proceeds in three steps. It first estimates genome-wide coverage (step 1), then estimates local rates of heterozygosity using a user-specified genomic window size (step 2) and finally runs an HMM over the local rate of heterozygosity to simultaneously identify regions in ROH and genome-wide *θ* (step 3). This section presents the underlying probabilistic model as well as our simulation framework.

Computational model {#s2}
-------------------

The first step is to get an estimate of the genome-wide coverage from the average per base coverage at a few genomic loci. As the genomic windows are relatively large (100 kbp--1 Mbp), using 10 randomly selected genomic windows provides a sufficiently accurate estimate of the genome-wide coverage. The actual coverage achieved at each individual site is further used in step 2 in order to weight its contribution to the likelihood function by comparing with the genome-wide coverage. Further details about the coverage correction are found in the text below, where we also use the word fragment to describe individual sequences aligned against a reference genome. This is so to help distinguish the actual physical molecules sequenced from reads, which represent the raw data as obtained from the sequencing instrument. For ultra-fragmented aDNA fragments, reads are often longer than the size of the molecules present in DNA libraries. It is thus crucial to reconstruct the original DNA fragment given the raw reads by removing sequencing adapters at the ends and potentially merging overlapping mates ([@bib42]).

We first detail how we obtain the local rates of heterozygosity and follow by presenting the HMM model.

Let us define the following variables:

### Data: {#s3}

1.  *b*: any DNA base such $b \in \left\{ {A,C,G,T} \right\}$.

2.  $b_{p}$: a DNA base post-deamination.

3.  $b_{a}$: the ancestral base.

4.  ϵ: the probability of a sequencing error for a given base.

5.  *m*: the probability of a mismapping event occurring as given by the mapping quality.

6.  $b_{d}$: either a derived base if a mutation occurred or equal to the ancestral base otherwise.

7.  *h*: heterozygosity rate.

8.  *θ*: Watterson's theta.

9.  $\mathbb{G}$: all possible 16 genotypes $\left\{ {A,C,G,T} \right\}^{2}$.

10. *G*: a given genotype such that $G \in \mathbb{G}$.

11. $d_{i,j}$: the observed base at genomic position *i* and depth *j*.

12. $\mathbb{D}$: the entire data over a genomic window such that $\mathbb{D}_{} = \cup \, d_{i,j}$.

13. $\mathbb{D}_{i}$: Set of all bases at genomic position *i* such that $\mathbb{D}_{i} = \cup_{j}d_{i}$.

14. $\kappa_{tv}$: the ratio of transitions over transversions.

15. $C_{i}$: coverage at site *i*.

### Probabilistic events: {#s4}

1.  *M*: a mismapping event on a specific fragment.

2.  *E*: a sequencing error for a specific base on a specific fragment.

3.  $\overline{A}$: denotes the complementary event of any event *A*.

We consider 16 distinct genotypes instead of 10. For instance, we consider $b_{a} = A,b_{d} = C$ to be a distinct genotype from $b_{a} = C,b_{d} = A$. The use of 16 genotypes has previously been suggested in the literature to account for indels ([@bib56]).

### Local estimates of heterozygosity: {#s5}

For a given genomic window, we seek to find $\hat{h}$ that satisfies the following:$$\hat{h} = argmax\left( {P\left\lbrack h \middle| \mathbb{D} \right\rbrack} \right)$$As $P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D} \right\rbrack$ does not depend on the heterozygosity rate *h*, it is not included in downstream calculations to calculate $\hat{h}$. By applying a uniform prior on *h*, we have:$$P\left\lbrack h \middle| \mathbb{D} \right\rbrack \propto P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D} \middle| h \right\rbrack$$By assuming that site *i* represents an independent observation, we use a weighted log-likelihood approach ([@bib30]) to estimate the total log-likelihood:$$log\left( {P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D} \middle| h \right\rbrack} \right) = {\sum\limits_{i}{w_{i}log\left( {P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D}_{i} \middle| h \right\rbrack} \right)}}$$where $w_{i}$ is the weight depending on coverage at site *i*. This weight is aimed at modeling the certainty in having all the reads correctly mapped at the current site given the genome-wide coverage. To do this, the probability of observing the given coverage at site *i* given the genome-wide coverage is computed under three potential scenarios: (i) all reads originally came from the locus where they are mapped (ii) a single original locus mapped to two regions in the reference genome (iii) two original loci mapped to a single region in the reference genome. For instance, if the genome-wide coverage is 20×, under scenario (i), the coverage should follow a Poisson distribution with $\mathit{\lambda} = 20$ whereas under scenario (ii) the rate will be half the genome-wide coverage and the coverage at that site will follow a Poisson distribution with $\mathit{\lambda} = 10$. Likewise, under scenario (iii), the coverage should follow a Poisson distribution with $\mathit{\lambda} = 40$. Therefore, the weight at a given site represents the probability of an absence of duplication over the remaining possibilities given the coverage at that site and the genome-wide coverage. The exact derivation of such weights are detailed in Appendix A. It is worth noting that, as the derivation of the calculation assumes a Poisson distribution for the coverage at a given site, ancient samples might have a greater variance in their coverage due to nucleosome positioning (see [@bib31]). This effect could cause sites to be incorrectly weighted and data to be unnecessarily thrown away. Finally, the likelihood of observing the data $\mathbb{D}_{i}$ at site *i* is given by marginalizing over each 16 genotypes:$$P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D}_{i} \middle| h \right\rbrack = {\sum\limits_{G \in \mathbb{G}}{P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D}_{i} \middle| G \right\rbrack P\left\lbrack G \middle| h \right\rbrack}}$$$P\left\lbrack G \middle| h \right\rbrack$ is the prior on the genotype given the heterozygosity rate. The term $P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D}_{i} \middle| G \right\rbrack$ is the genotype likelihood. Both are defined in the following sections.

#### Genotype prior: {#s6}

To compute $P\left\lbrack G \middle| h \right\rbrack$, the prior probability on the genotype given heterozygosity rate *h*, we consider two possibilities:*G* is homozygous with probability $\left( {1 - h} \right)$ such that $b_{a} = b,b_{d} = b$ . The probability that the *G* is homozygous is given by:$$P\left\lbrack {G = \left\{ {b_{a} = b,b_{d} = b} \right\}} \right\rbrack = P\left\lbrack {b_{a} = b} \right\rbrack\left( {1 - h} \right)$$where $P\left\lbrack {b_{a} = b} \right\rbrack$ is simply $f_{b}$ representing the genomic frequency of occurrence the base *b* in the genome. For humans, this is $f_{A} = f_{T} \approx 0.3$ and $f_{C} = f_{G} \approx 0.2$.2. *G* is heterozygous with probability *h* such that $b_{a} = b_{1},b_{d} = b_{2}$ and $b_{1} \neq b_{2}$. The prior on the genotype is therefore the probability that $b_{a}$ was the ancestral base multiplied by the probability that a specific mutation happened:$$P\left\lbrack {G = \left\{ {b_{a} = b_{1},b_{d} = b_{2}} \right\}} \right\rbrack = P\left\lbrack {b_{a} = b_{1}} \right\rbrack P\left\lbrack b_{1}\rightarrow b_{2} \right\rbrack h$$The term $P\left\lbrack b_{1}\rightarrow b_{2} \right\rbrack$ depends on the type of mutation:

7.  For transitions, we compute the probability of a transition occurring given the transition/transversion ratio:$$P\left\lbrack b_{1}\rightarrow b_{2} \right\rbrack = \frac{\kappa_{tv}}{\kappa_{tv} + 1}$$

8.  For transversions, as there are two transversions from a given ancestral base, we consider each to be equally likely:$$P\left\lbrack b_{1}\rightarrow b_{2} \right\rbrack = \frac{1}{2\left( {\kappa_{tv} + 1} \right)}$$

#### Genotype likelihood: {#s7}

For a given genotype *G* and heterozygosity rate *h*, the genotype likelihood is computed by assuming that each base at site *i* represents independent observations. Since coverage at site *i* is $C_{i}$:$$P\left\lbrack \mathbb{D}_{i} \middle| G \right\rbrack = \prod\limits_{1 \leq j \leq C_{i}}P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| G \right\rbrack$$as $P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| G \right\rbrack$ depends the genotype $G = \left( {b_{a},b_{d}} \right)$ we rewrite $P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| G \right\rbrack = P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{a},b_{d} \right\rbrack$. Since we could have sampled from either chromosome with equal probability, this expression is calculated as follows:$$P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| G \right\rbrack = P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{a}b_{d} \right\rbrack = \frac{1}{2}P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{a} \right\rbrack + \frac{1}{2}P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{d} \right\rbrack$$For a given base *b* (either $b_{a}$ or $b_{d}$), the probability of observing $d_{i,j}$ depends on whether the fragment to which $d_{i}$, pertains to is mismapped:$$P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b \right\rbrack = \left( {1 - m} \right)P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b,\overline{M} \right\rbrack + mP\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b,M \right\rbrack$$where *M* is the event that a mismapping event occurred on the DNA fragment where $d_{i,j}$ is located. $P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b,M \right\rbrack$ is defined in [Equation 17](#eq17){ref-type="disp-formula"}. To quantify *M*, we simply use the mapping quality of the read as our simulations confirm this as a reasonable approximation (see Appendix B). However, due to problems in assembly and the presence of repetitive regions, ROHan can also use a mappability track if the mapping quality does not fully encompass the probability of a mismapping. This is recommended for very short aDNA fragments with some post-mortem damage as computing the mapping quality for such data are not straightforward ([@bib28]).

If the aDNA fragment is correctly mapped, two potential events can create a mismatch between the sampled base *b* and the observed $d_{i,j}$ - a deamination event or a sequencing error. We consider both events to be successive as both could have occurred (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![A schematic representation of two events that can cause a $\left. C\rightarrow T \right.$ mismatch given a fragment correctly mapped: aDNA damage such as deamination potentially and/or a sequencing error.](587f1){#fig1}

We consider the base $b_{P}$ to be the base after a potential post-mortem deamination reaction. For the Illumina sequencing technology, this base can be construed as the base on the flowcell prior to cluster amplification. As this base is a nuisance parameter, we marginalize over it:$$P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b,\overline{M} \right\rbrack = {\sum\limits_{b_{p} = {\{{A,C,G,T}\}}}{P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{p} \right\rbrack P\left\lbrack b_{p} \middle| b \right\rbrack}}$$the latter term $P\left\lbrack b_{p} \middle| b \right\rbrack$ is given by the rate of misincorporation due to deamination:$$P\left\lbrack b_{p} \middle| b \right\rbrack = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{1 - {\sum_{b\prime}{f_{deam}\left( b\prime\rightarrow b_{p} \right)}}} & {\text{if~}b = b_{p}} \\
{f_{deam}\left( b\rightarrow b_{p} \right)} & {\text{if~}b \neq b_{p}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$where $\left. f_{deam}(b\rightarrow b_{p}) \right.$ is rate of substitution from original base *b* to $b_{p}$. These substitutions should generally be 0 if $b \neq C$ unless there is a type of chemical damage which cannot be due to sequencing errors. These rates are given as input by the user and must be as accurate as possible. Scripts, test data and recommendations to estimate these damage rates accurately are found in the README provided with the software. Given the base $b_{p}$, the probability of observing $d_{i,j}$ depends on whether a sequencing error happened or not:$$P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{p} \right\rbrack = \left( {1 - \mathit{\epsilon}} \right)P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{p},\overline{E} \right\rbrack + \mathit{\epsilon}P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{p},E \right\rbrack$$where $\left. P\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b,E\rbrack \right.$ is simply defined by the frequency of base can pick a simple frequency of $\frac{1}{3}$ for all pairs of bases but due to the idiosyncrasies of Illumina sequencers ([@bib64]), empirical Illumina base substitution frequencies are supplied with the software. In such cases, this expression simply becomes:$$P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{p},E \right\rbrack = f_{seq}\left( b_{p}\rightarrow d_{i,j} \right)$$where $f_{seq}\left( b_{p}\rightarrow d_{i,j} \right)$ is the frequency of substitution from base $b_{p}$ to base $d_{i,j}$ given that a sequencing error has occurred. These frequencies can be obtained using a sequencing run where DNA libraries have been pooled together with a DNA library constructed on a known genome. In the case of the frequencies supplied with the software, such frequencies were computed using Illumina control reads aligned to the PhiX174 genome.

Finally, in the absence of a sequencing error, the first term in [Equation 14](#eq14){ref-type="disp-formula"} becomes:$$P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b_{p},\overline{E} \right\rbrack = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
1 & {\text{if~}b_{p} = d_{i,j}} \\
0 & {\text{if~}b_{p} \neq d_{i,j}} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$Thus far, we have assumed that the DNA fragment for base $d_{i,j}$ is correctly mapped. In [Equation 11](#eq11){ref-type="disp-formula"}, the second term accounts for when this fragment is mismapped. In this case, the probability of observing this base is completely independent of *b*:$$P\left\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b,M \right\rbrack = f_{d_{i,j}}$$where $f_{d_{i,j}}$ is the expected frequency of occurred of $d_{ij}$. This is usually straightforward but aDNA damage can skew these frequencies by decreasing the probability of finding cytosines at the 5′ end due to deamination. For aDNA, these frequencies depend on the position of the fragment considered and the length of the fragment. Further detailed can be found in Appendix C.

To decrease runtime at the cost of increased memory usage, rates of base substitution for a given mapping quality and base quality can be precomputed as the probability space is already discretized due to the use of integers to represent quality scores and mapping quality.

As the goal is to find $\hat{h}$ from [Equation 1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we use a gradient descent with momentum ([@bib83]) to find the heterozygosity rate with the highest likelihood. ROHan precomputes the genotype likelihoods and computes prior probabilities for all 16 genotypes at each iteration of the gradient descent. For a given genomic window, the error bounds for $\hat{h}$ is obtained using the following:$$\frac{1.96}{\sqrt{- \frac{\partial^{2}P\left\lbrack h \middle| \mathbb{D} \right\rbrack}{\partial^{2}h}}}$$The quantity $\frac{1}{\sqrt{- \frac{\partial^{2}P\left\lbrack h \middle| \mathbb{D} \right\rbrack}{\partial^{2}h}}}$ is an approximate SE for $P\left\lbrack h \middle| \mathbb{D} \right\rbrack$ and 1.96 is an approximation of the 97.5 percentile point of a normal distribution.

We noticed that low-coverage samples consistently yielded underestimates due to heterozygous sites appearing as homozygous resulting from the limited chance of sampling the other allele. While for sites with high depth of coverage this is unlikely, for a coverage of 2× for instance, this will happen with a probability of $\frac{1}{2}$. A correction factor was applied to the heterozygosity estimates to overcome this limitation. After the optimization has converged for a local estimate of heterozygosity, this estimate is multiplied by this corrective factor to retrieve reliable estimates (see details in Appendix D).

#### Hidden Markov Model: {#s8}

We use a modified 2-state HMM where the first state corresponds to being in an ROH whereas the second corresponds to being in a non-ROH region. We can transition to the other state with probability *p* or stay in the same state with probability $1 - p$. We use a single transition parameter *p* for both states.

We have implemented a customized forward and backward algorithm where features were added to account for chromosomal start/end and undefined genomic windows. This was implemented by modifying the HMM to ignore the probability of transition from a state at the end of a chromosome to the beginning as those are independent. This applies as well for undefined regions. Finally, to account for genomic windows having more defined sites than others, the log-likelihood in the forward algorithm is weighted by the fraction of sites that are defined in the particular window.

Given the local heterozygosity estimate, we compute the expected value of segregating sites *S* in that genomic window by multiplying the estimated heterozygosity rate by the size of the window. This number of segregating sites in a genomic window constitute our emitted variables.

We are left with computing the emission probabilities which are the probability of a specific state generating a given observation (*e.g.*, $P\left\lbrack S = 10\, \middle| \,\theta = 0.001 \right\rbrack$). To compute this, each state has an internal parameter *θ* corresponding to Watterson's theta estimate which is used to compute the probability of emitting a given number of segregating sites in a genomic window. This parameter *θ* for the state outside of an ROH corresponds to the genome-wide *θ* excluding runs of homozygosity. The same parameter for the state representing being inside an ROH stands for the low number of segregating sites found in ROH due to either germline or somatic mutations or potential miscalls due to other sources of minor error (*e.g.*, exogenous fragments). The next paragraphs detail how we compute the probability of emitting a certain number of segregating sites *S* given the internal parameter *θ*.

For a given small non-recombining locus (NRL), it has been reported that *S* should follow a geometric distribution with parameter $\frac{1}{1 + \theta}$ ([@bib94]). However, a sufficiently large genomic window will be composed of multiple NRLs.

As the sum of geometric distributions is a negative binomial distribution, it has also been suggested in the literature that, for a sufficiently large genomic window, the number of segregating sites follows a negative binomial distribution ([@bib69]). Using coalescence simulations, we confirmed that a negative binomial distribution was indeed a better fit than a standard binomial distribution (see Appendix E).

We construe *S* along a genomic window of length *L* to be the sum of the segregating sites of exactly *s* NRLs. For a given genome-wide *θ*, the geometric rate for any single NRL is given by $\theta\prime = \theta\frac{L}{s}$. We obtain the following:$$P\left\lbrack S \middle| \theta \right\rbrack = \begin{pmatrix}
{S + \frac{L}{s} - 1} \\
S \\
\end{pmatrix}\left( {1 - \theta\prime} \right)^{\frac{L}{s}}\theta\prime^{S}$$To infer the parameters $\left( {\theta,s,p} \right)$ given the local estimates of heterozygosity, we use a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach to obtain point estimates as well as error bounds. Please refer to [@bib84] for a discussion about the use of expectation-maximization *vs.* MCMC for HMMs.

As local estimates of heterozygosity can differ greatly especially at low coverage, we run the MCMC three times, once using the lower bound estimates for *h*, a second time using the point estimates and finally, using the upper bound estimates. Once the three MCMC chains have converged, the minimum and maximum values are used as the lower and upper bound of the confidence interval. The average of the MCMC running on the mid values is used as the point estimate.

Simulations {#s9}
-----------

To test our methodology, we simulated a set of non-inbred and inbred datasets, using the full human chromosome 1 from hg19 as the genomic reference. To avoid gaps, unresolved bases were filled using a second-order Markov chain trained on the human genome. A total of 16 unrelated haploid chromosomes were generated using msprime ([@bib38]) to form eight diploid individuals. We used the recombination map from HapMap phase II ([@bib36]) in msprime to generate a complete human chromosome 1. As msprime does not currently assign actual bases to the segregating sites, we used the base in the human reference as ancestral allele and added mutations with a $\kappa_{tv}$ of 2.1.

A total of five different effective population sizes were used (see [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The individual haploid chromosomes were recombined to produce a sexual gamete using the recombination map from HapMap phase II ([@bib36]). The number of recombinations was on par with rates previously reported in the literature ([@bib51]). These gametes were combined in a pairwise fashion to create a diploid individual (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for a schematic overview of the non-inbred pedigree). The 16 haploid chromosomes were combined to form four grandparents, four parents (two siblings per couple) and finally two diploid individuals corresponding to the great-grandchildren of the original 16 haploid chromosomes. These two diploid individuals are used as input to gargammel ([@bib79]) to simulate DNA sequencing reads with errors. We simulated a coverage of 30×. These initial 30× genomes were then downsampled to evaluate the program performance at low-coverage data.

###### Simulated values of effective population size $\left( N_{e} \right)$ and expected ***θ***

  $N_{e}$   *μ*[*^a^*](#t1n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   $\theta = 4N_{e}\mu$
  --------- ---------------------------------------- ----------------------
  3,000     2 $\times$ 10^−8^                        0.00024
  5,000     2 $\times$ 10^−8^                        0.00040
  7,000     2 $\times$ 10^−8^                        0.00056
  9,000     2 $\times$ 10^−8^                        0.00072
  12,000    2 $\times$ 10^−8^                        0.00096

per site per generation.

![The pedigree of two simulated individuals in absence of inbreeding. The generation of the full chromosomes is achieved using the 16 initial haploid chromosomes and recombination maps to simulate recombinations.](587f2){#fig2}

To simulate post-mortem damage, we used three types of aDNA damage profiles: (1) a high rate of post-mortem deamination consistent with the use of a double-stranded DNA protocol for library preparation ([@bib61]) using the ATP2 sample from [@bib22]; (2) a medium rate of post-mortem deamination from a double-stranded DNA library building protocol from the LaBraña sample described in [@bib85] and (3) a low rate of post-mortem deamination corresponding to the damage found in a single-strand aDNA library ([@bib23]) using the Ust'-Ishim sample from [@bib21]. Please see Appendix F.1 for further details about the substitution rates and patterns considered.

Sequencing reads were simulated using a read length of 125 bp in the single-end mode with the sequencing error profile of an Illumina HiSeq2500. To further test the robustness of our model, we also drastically increased the simulated error rates (see Appendix F.2 for details).

The *in silico* sequencing adapters were trimmed using leeHom ([@bib78]) and mapping was conducted using a customized version of [BWA version 0.5.9](https://github.com/mpieva/network-aware-bwa/).

To test ROHan's ability to infer ROHs, we tested three scenarios of inbreeding: 1) between siblings (*F* = $\frac{1}{4}$) 2) between a grandparent and grandchild (*F* = $\frac{1}{8}$), and; 3) between first cousins (*F* = $\frac{1}{16}$). Please refer to Appendix F.3 for the simulated pedigrees for details).

To evaluate the estimate of heterozygosity on a small but substantial chromosomal region due to the demanding computational resources, we subsampled the first 15 Mbp of chromosome 1 and ran ROHan, ATLASv1.0 and ANGSD v0.919-14 (refer to Appendix G for the precise commands). For ANGSD, we used the recommended genotype likelihood model ("-GL 1") for estimating *θ* (see Appendix G for a brief discussion regarding this parameter). We evaluated the robustness of such software to low coverage, aDNA damage, and various effective population sizes. As the original sequence of the chromosomes used for simulation was available, we could evaluate the number of segregating sites at both the local and global levels.

We also evaluated BCFtools/RoH ([@bib65]) using version 1.4.1 of BCFtools and PLINK ([@bib72]) v1.90 to assess their accuracy to predict large and medium size ROH compared to ROHan. We simulated an extra 1000 chromosomes in msprime and used the allele frequencies from those. The population providing these 1000 chromosomes was the same as the one from which the 16 haploid chromosomes were taken from as to provide an ideal test set. However, to test the robustness of BCFtools/RoH to allele frequencies from more distant populations, we repeated the simulations by joining the population from which the BAM files are generated and the population providing the allele frequency farther back in time, arbitrarily at 150 and 500 KYA. The former case would correspond to trying to infer ROHs in an ancient Khoe-Sān individual and the latter in a Neanderthal individual while using allele frequencies from a Eurasian population.

Data availability {#s10}
-----------------

The authors state that all data necessary for confirming the conclusions presented in the manuscript are represented fully within the manuscript. Supplemental material available at Figshare: <https://doi.org/10.25386/genetics.8251400>.

Results {#s11}
=======

Simulated data {#s12}
--------------

### Local heterozygosity estimates: {#s13}

We start by evaluating ROHan's ability to estimate local heterozygosity rates using genomic windows of 1 Mb and simulated data. As mentioned above, ROHan computes local estimates of heterozygosity rates which are then used to infer the genome-wide estimate of *θ*. As we have the sequence of the chromosomes used in the simulations, we could compare the estimated rate of heterozygosity to the simulated one. The results in absence of post-mortem DNA damage and for various depth of coverage are found in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. For coverage equal to 3×, we find that the point estimate is generally inferior to the expected value and that confidence intervals are large. At 5× coverage, we find narrower confidence intervals and point estimates closer to the expected value. This trend toward higher precision and accuracy is confirmed when increasing coverage to 10×. It is noteworthy that the first genomic window seems to be consistently underestimated in our experimental framework, probably due to a poor correlation between the reported and true mapping qualities or due to the lower mappability of the region (16% of the first window of 1 Mbp consisted of unresolved bases ("N") whereas 3.7% of the first 15 Mbp were unresolved).

![Comparison between the simulated local rates of heterozygosity *vs.* the predicted ones using windows of 1 Mbp for simulated data without any aDNA damage patterns at various rates of coverage. The original 30× simulated data were downsampled at 3× (left), 5× (middle) and 10× (right) and the effect on the predicted rate of heterozygosity at a local level was compared to the simulated one using an effective population of 7000. (A) Simulations without aDNA damage. (B) Simulations using the high damage patterns of the ATP2 sample. The red dot represents the maximum-likelihood point estimate, the black whiskers represent the 95% confidence interval and the dark blue cross represent the simulated value.](587f3){#fig3}

The Supplemental Material (see Supplemental Material, Figures S1--S6) provides the results of more extensive simulations, including effective population sizes of 3000 and 9000, coverage variation between 3, 5 and 10×, and for various types of nucleotide misincorporation patterns due to the ancient DNA damage. At $N_{e} = 9000$, we notice large confidence intervals at a coverage of 3× regardless of the damage patterns considered. For samples greatly affected by post-mortem damage (*e.g.*, the ATP2 sample), ROHan even fails to produce confidence intervals overlapping with the expected value, and often provides underestimates. For this type of damage patterns, the results improve in accuracy with a coverage of 5×. However one can still see the impact of having a high rate of aDNA damage on both precision and accuracy. At 10× coverage, there is little difference in terms of accuracy between the sample with heavy damage compared to the ones with either very little or no damage at all. Although the confidence interval obtained generally comprises the expected value, the point estimate recovered is generally slightly underestimated.

### Global heterozygosity estimates: {#s14}

In ROHan, the local estimates of heterozygosity are used together with an HMM to compute the genome-wide estimate of Watterson's *θ*. We compared the simulated value for the entire 15 Mbp of simulated data to the global estimates of *θ* for the same data. This was done for various levels of heterozygosity, aDNA damage and coverage. The results obtained when considering a sample with medium rates of damage associated with a double-stranded DNA library building protocol can be found in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The remaining results obtained can be found in the Supplemental Material (see Figures S7--S11).

![Global estimate of *θ* using 15 Mbp of simulated data at various coverage with an $Ne$ of 9000 and simulated damage rates from the La Braña sample, showing medium rate of post-mortem damage. The dotted line represents the target rate of heterozygosity.](587f4){#fig4}

In general, the only time where the confidence interval did not include the simulated values was at 0.9× for the cases with medium and high rates of aDNA damage associated with a double-stranded DNA library building protocol. However, analyses carried out on the basis of 1×--3× coverage data were imprecise. From coverage of 8× and above, the point estimate recovered was stable and close to the simulated value (although slightly underestimated), regardless of the amount of aDNA damage considered. Decreasing coverage generally resulted in underestimated values.

We compared our results to those obtained with ATLAS and ANGSD, using the same 15 Mbp simulations (see Figures S12--S24). In general, we found that ATLAS undercompensated for either sequencing errors or aDNA damage, which leads to overestimates in the value of *θ*. This issue is consistent at a coverage of 10× or higher, but can be introduced at lower coverage depending on the aDNA damage level considered. Furthermore, the confidence interval for the point estimate rarely includes the expected value. While ANGSD does not provide confidence intervals, it consistently returns underestimated values in absence of aDNA when coverage is inferior to 10×. In the presence of little to moderate aDNA damage, largely overestimated values are returned, however, the recovered estimates converge to the expected value given sufficient coverage ($>$20×--30×). In the presence of high levels of aDNA damage, ANGSD consistently returns largely overestimated values, regardless of the coverage considered. We found that this effect could be mitigated by disregarding transitions (C,G $\rightarrow$ T,A transitions are the most prevalent nucleotide misincorporation resulting from post-mortem damage ([@bib7])) and restricting the analyses to transversions only. For instance, using an effective population size of 9000, using only transversions can help the point estimate converge to the expected value as long as high-coverage data (15×--20×) are provided (see Figure S21).

As some sequencing runs can have very high error rates, we sought to test whether ROHan's model for sequencing errors was robust to elevated sequencing error rates. We repeated the simulation while increasing the rate of sequencing errors to 1.6% which represents a 10 fold increase compared to previous simulations, first in the absence of aDNA damage (see Figure S31). The results indicate that generally, ROHan is sufficiently robust as long as coverage equal to 4× and above are considered. When high sequencing error rates are combined the highest levels of simulated aDNA damage, the point values recovered appears consistently underestimated until high-coverage data are available ($>$20×--25×) but the confidence intervals include the expected value from coverage values above 10×.

To further assess how effective ROHan was in handling post-mortem cytosine deamination (which introduces an excess of nucleotide misincorporations in the sequencing data), we re-ran ROHan but forcing the model' probabilities of aDNA damage to zero. Results show that while the estimates retrieved on simulations carried out in the absence of aDNA damage were accurate, those carried out in the presence of increasing levels of aDNA damage consistently returned overestimates, regardless of the coverage considered (see Figure S26). This is expected as an underestimate of the error mechanically leads to an overestimate of *θ*. We also sought to evaluate how errors in evaluating damage rates would impact the final *θ* estimates. Our results show that errors in estimating damage rates of $\pm$15--20% do not seem to have a significant impact on the genome-wide estimate (see Figure S27). As previously mentioned, scripts to evaluate rates of damage are provided with the software. To test the accuracy of such scripts, the rate of evaluated damage was compared to the simulated one and their impact on *θ* was evaluated (see Supplemental Section S.1.1.5). Rates of aDNA damage while accounting for potentially polymorphic positions seem to be correctly evaluated on samples with a coverage of 4× and above and point estimates for *θ* seem accurate for coverage of 7× and above using the highest rates of simulated aDNA damage.

Finally, we sought to test whether blending two different libraries with drastic different rates of aDNA damage has a significant impact on the predicted rates of heterozygosity. Such situations can happen when different molecular tools are used during library preparation ([@bib81]), and when different extracts from the same individual are used during library preparation ([@bib88]) (see Figure S28). As expected, the measured rates of damage on the new dataset was intermediate between the ones of the original sets (*i.e.*, aDNA data showing the highest damage levels and no damage, respectively). Although the point estimates were consistently underestimated for all coverage considered ($\sim$2× -- $\sim$28×), all confidence intervals retrieved intercepted the expected values. Relatively accurate point estimates were obtained from 10× to 12× coverage and above.

In terms of runtime, running ROHan on a 10× dataset consisting of the human chromosome 1 ($\sim$250 Mbp), and using eight Intel Xeon cores at 2.20 GHz took 55 m and ∼3.3 G of RAM for the estimate of the local heterozygosity for a modern sample (*i.e.*, no damage). For a sample with deamination (damage from the La Braña sample), the runtime was ∼53 m and the memory usage reached 7.7 G. Running the HMM to map ROHs took 8m54s on a single core.

### Infer ROHs in inbreed samples: {#s15}

We tested ROHan, PLINK and BCFtools/RoH on a simulated chromosome corresponding to human chromosome 1 for various inbreeding scenarios as well as different levels of coverage. For inbreeding scenario 1 (mating between full siblings) and in the absence of aDNA damage, we find that ROHan can accurately estimate the total proportion of the genome in an ROH using windows of 1 Mbp for the estimate of the local heterozygosity as long as at least $\sim$5× coverage data are provided (see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The results for the remaining inbreeding scenarios indicate similar performance and are presented in the Supplemental Results (see Figure S34).

![Estimates of the proportion of the genome in an ROH as predicted by ROHan on a simulated full chromosome of 250 Mbp at various depths of coverage compared to the simulated rate using the original simulated chromosomes from the diploid organism. The proportion of ROH reflects inbreeding between siblings. The dotted line represents the target fraction of the genome in a ROH obtained from the simulated chromosome. Whiskers represent the 95% confidence interval. Both the detection of segregating sites for the computation of the theoretical value as well as ROHan used a window size of 1 Mbp.](587f5){#fig5}

A visualization of the output for a single chromosome can be found in [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Expectedly, the ROHs delineated by ROHan were found to be of uneven sizes due to uneven recombination rate across the chromosome (see Figure S33 for the distribution of segregating sites). Both the centromere region and the last portion of the chromosome were associated with a local depression of the heterozygosity rate and were correctly decoded by ROHan. The accuracy achieved for different coverage and window sizes for the local estimate of heterozygosity can be found in the Supplemental Results (see Figures S35--S41). In short, when using large windows for the local estimates of heterozygosity (500 kb--1 Mb), large ROH can be confidently identified at 1× coverage and above. However, full accuracy starts at a coverage of 5× for large ROHs of at least 1 Mb. Using smaller windows for estimating local *h* values (100--250 kb) generally leads in the correct identification of ROHs if data at 5×--10× coverage are provided.

![Visualizing ROHan's output on a simulated inbred chromosome at a coverage of 6.9× where both parents are siblings. (A) The distribution of segregating sites on the chromosome using windows of 100 kbp to show smaller ROHs. The absence of segragating sites indicates over a large region indicates an ROH. (B) The HMM posterior probability decoding of not being in an ROH. The red line corresponds to the estimate obtained using the lower bound for the local estimates of heterozygosity, the green line to the point estimate (mid-points) and the magenta line using the upper bound. (C) The local heterozygosity estimate with a window size of 1 Mbp where the dotted lines represent the global *θ* estimate using the lower, mid and upper bounds. The red dots represent the point estimate of the local heterozygosity rate. The vertical lines correspond to the 95% confidence intervals for that given locus.](587f6){#fig6}

Comparison to existing tools reveals that PLINK seems to reliably predict large ROHs at a coverage of $\sim$10× and above but also seems to overpredict some small ROHs, an effect which tends to disappear as coverage increases (see Figure S42). In comparison, the results for BCFtools/RoH for both long and short ROHs seem stable at $\sim$10× and above but seems to predict fewer small ROHs compared to PLINK (see Figure S43). However, the allele frequencies used for computation were selected to be perfectly known. Therefore, this simulation framework does not assess the method's performance in the case where allelic frequencies are obtained from a distant population. To test the robustness of BCFtools/RoH to this, we repeated the test using join times between the lineage providing the allele frequency and the simulated chromosomes at 150 and 500 KYA (see Figures S44 and S46, respectively). At a split time of 150 KYA, large ROHs could be detected at ∼5--10× but the signal was too unstable to resolve short ROHs. Using a split time of 500k years, even large ROHs were difficult to delineate, regardless of the coverage considered.

As ROHan requires the user to specify the size of the genomic window used for the estimate of local rates of heterozygosity, we finally sought to evaluate the accuracy of our methodology if different sizes of genomic windows were specified. To achieve this, we ran ROHan on two simulated sets, with a simulated $N_{e}$ of 3000 and 9000 respectively and with window sizes of 100, 250, 500 and 1000 kbp. The results for such tests are found in the Supplemental Results section (see Figures S29 and S30). We found that when using smaller windows of 100 kbp, confidence intervals tend to be stable ∼8--10×. For windows of 250 kbp, a coverage of 7--8× and above is recommended whereas for windows of 500 kbp, we obtain reliable estimates at a coverage of 6--7× and above. Finally, for windows of 1 Mbp, confidence intervals seem stable ∼5× and above. Due to limited computational resources, it should be noted that these tests were run without added simulated aDNA damage.

Empirical samples {#s16}
-----------------

In the following section, we applied our methodology to empirical data, where in contrast to simulations, the correct value of the heterozygosity rate or the location of ROHs are not known in advance. As our methodology is both applicable to ancient and modern samples and human as well as non-human animals, we investigated all four possibilities. Overall, we found that our results mostly agreed with previously reported estimates, excepting a few cases where the new estimates recovered appear to be more consistent with the literature.

Modern samples {#s17}
--------------

### Humans: {#s18}

We first downloaded 26 present-day human genomes in BAM format from 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 ([@bib25]), all of which had relatively limited coverage (7.8× on average). We sought to evaluate (1) whether the genome data are indicative of inbreeding in these individuals and (2) whether the genome-wide *θ* estimates recovered from ROHan are compatible with the ones obtained by the Simons Genome Diversity Project ([@bib57]) which had access to data at a much higher depth of coverage for the same populations (43× on average). We considered various individuals with ancestry from Africa, Eurasia and Indigenous People of the Americas. It is expected that heterozygosity will vary according to drift and that individuals of African ancestry will have the highest heterozygosity rate ([@bib75]).

We found that only four the 26 individuals considered showed signs of minor inbreeding (*i.e.*, ∼0.03--0.17% of their genome consisted of ROHs; see [Table 2](#t2){ref-type="table"}). The results for the remaining individuals are found in the Supplemental Results (see Table S4). We also found that our estimates of *θ* for these low-coverage individuals were consistent with the ones obtained by [@bib57] while using higher coverage genomes. This shows the robustness of our method to samples with lower coverage.

###### Estimated values of ***θ*** for human samples with medium coverage

  sample ID[*^a^*](#t2n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   pop. code   coverage (×)   ROHan$\times 10^{4}$   $\theta \times 10^{4}$ from   in ROH (%)                                              
  ---------------------------------------------- ----------- -------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------- ------------ ------------------------------------------ -------
  HG02367                                        CDX         7.2            8.059                  6.873                         9.301        7.937--8.218                               0.138
  NA21141                                        GIH         7.8            9.099                  7.998                         10.209       8.636[*^c^*](#t2n3){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.069
  HG04222                                        ITU         8.2            9.248                  8.186                         10.323       8.266--8.875                               0.173
  HG03139                                        ESN         7.3            11.498                 10.166                        12.866       10.923--11.441                             0.035

Four different individuals from the 1000 Genomes Project Phase III ([@bib25]) for which minor amounts of long ROHs were detected. The population codes are as follows: CDX, Chinese Dai in Xishuangbanna; China GIH, Gujarati Indian from Houston; Texas ITU, Indian Telugu from the UK; ESN, Esan in Nigeria. ROHs inferred on chromosome 11 are plotted in Figure S48.

reported *θ* from the same population.

closest from Kashmiri Pandits.

To further test the robustness of our method to lower depths of coverage, we downloaded five individuals from the Simons Genome Diversity Project ([@bib57]) from five distinct populations: Bergamo, Czech, Karitiana, Japanese and Yoruba. Duplicates were removed using samtools' rmdup and the bam files were subsampled using samtools view to coverages between 1 and 30 ([@bib50]). Our results show that at high coverage, our estimates of heterozygosity are on par with the ones reported in the original publication (see Figure S50). ROHan's estimates seem to be robust down to coverages of 3--4×.

#### non-Humans: {#s19}

We next considered the high-coverage chimpanzee data from ([@bib13]), including three animals from three different geographical locations in Africa (Western, Central and Eastern) and sequenced at an average coverage of 24.6× ([Table 3](#t3){ref-type="table"}). In the original publication, heterozygosity rates were reported on an individual basis and Watterson's *θ* were computed for each of the three populations using G-PhoCS ([@bib27]). Using ROHan, we found little evidence of large ROHs in those samples. Consistently with the original publication, we find Central chimpanzees to have a greater effective population size than the Eastern ones which in turn, have a greater effective population size than the Western chimpanzees. The genome-wide *θ*s reported for each individual by ROHan are consistent with the ones reported by G-PhoCS for their population of origin and significantly larger than those originally reported by [@bib13]. These per-individual heterozygosity rates reported in the original publication were computed by filtering the genotype calls using genotype quality. ROHan estimates also appear on par with the estimates produced by another method (ANGSD), which we demonstrated on the basis of simulations to converge to the correct value at equivalent coverage. As all three programs reported higher levels of heterozygosity than the original ones computed on genotype calls, it is therefore more likely that these heterozygosity rates were slightly underestimated, possibly due to the filtering by genotype quality.

###### Estimated values of ***θ*** for chimpanzee samples with high coverage

  sample ID[*^a^*](#t3n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   population   coverage (×)   ROHan$\times 10^{4}$            ANGSD$\times 10^{4}$   reported heterozygosity[*^b^*](#t3n2){ref-type="table-fn"}            
  ---------------------------------------------- ------------ -------------- ---------------------- -------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------ -------- ----------------
  Bwambale                                       Eastern      20.9           18.373                 16.930   19.841                 0--0.0358                                                    15.050   12.9 (15.6 \*)
  Lara                                           Central      25.2           19.968                 18.685   21.463                 0--0.504                                                     18.042   14.7 (22.7 \*)
  Linda                                          Western      27.6           8.6686                 7.8807   9.520                  0--0.649                                                     8.042    6.2 (8.3 \*)

Estimates of genome-wide *θ* by ROHan, ANGSD and from the original publication for three chimpanzees from Western, Central and Eastern Africa. \* The first number was the heterozygosity estimate on the individual itself whereas the second number was the estimate for Watterson's *θ* for the population.

from [@bib13].

Ancient samples {#s20}
---------------

### Humans: {#s21}

We next used publicly available ancient hominin genomes sequenced in various aDNA research centers and encompassing a full range of post-mortem DNA damage to estimate genome-wide *θ* and detect ROHs using ROHan. For comparison purposes, we ran ANGSD with and without including transitions in the calculation. We also report the heterozygosity rate previously measured, if available (see [Table 4](#t4){ref-type="table"}).

###### Estimated values of ***θ*** for ancient hominin samples

  sample            ANGSD$\times 10^{4}$   ROHan$\times 10^{4}$   coverage   damage[*^a^*](#t4n1){ref-type="table-fn"}   reported   source                                 
  ----------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------------- ---------- -------- ------- ------- ------------- --------------------------------------
  Vindija 33.19     3.477                  1.836                  1.973      1.531                                       2.402      26.49    36.11   38.16   1.6           [*^c^*](#t4n3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Barçın 31         13.330                 0.346                  3.695      1.723                                       5.805      3.14     35.49   33.19   N/A           [*^d^*](#t4n4){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Andronovo 505     7.526                  2.823                  5.761      4.829                                       6.745      9.47     13.96   13.94   N/A           [*^e^*](#t4n5){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Loschbour         5.441                  5.403                  7.514      6.430                                       8.271      17.67    4.04    1.79    4.75--6.62    [*^f^*](#t4n6){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Wezmeh Cave 1     6.803                  4.056                  8.079      6.988                                       9.218      12.74    22.04   23.13   11.0          [*^g^*](#t4n7){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Stora Karlsö 12   7.501                  7.835                  8.593      7.964                                       9.233      86.62    3.52    21.77   N/A           [*^h^*](#t4n8){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Stuttgart         7.137                  6.727                  8.761      7.758                                       9.650      19.59    4.14    4.42    7.42--10.59   [*^i^*](#t4n9){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Ust'-Ishim        7.662                  7.732                  9.859      8.741                                       10.641     36.00    2.56    4.95    7.7           [*^j^*](#t4n10){ref-type="table-fn"}

Rate of C to T substitutions at the 5′ end and G to A at the 3′ end. For samples that used the single-stranded DNA protocol for library preparation, the rate of C to T is reported at the 3′ instead of the G to A.

ANGSD' $\theta_{TV}$ is the *θ* estimate using only transversions and multiplying the estimate by $\kappa_{tv}$+1 (3.1).

([@bib71]).

([@bib33]).

([@bib2]).

([@bib46]).

([@bib8]).

([@bib29]).

([@bib46]).

([@bib21]).

We found a very low rate of heterozygosity for the Vindija Neanderthal 33.19 sample, despite the presence of extensive aDNA damage signatures. Likewise, for the Stuttgart early Neolithic farmer, both ANGSD's and ROHan's *θ* estimates are similar to the one obtained in the original publication by [@bib46]. However, for both the Loschbour and Ust'-Ishim hunter-gatherers, ROHan estimates seem slightly higher than the ones originally reported. In general, ROHan estimates are consistent with those obtained by ANGSD using transversions only, except when low-to-moderate coverage data are available (*e.g.*, Barcin 31, Andronovo505 and Wezmeh Cave 1, sequenced at 3.14, 9.47 and 12.74× coverage, respectively). For the Wezmeh Cave 1 early Neolithic farmer sample from [@bib8], the obtained heterozygosity rate using both ANGSD and ROHan are not consistent with the estimates reported by the original publication which were computed using ATLAS. Following the results from our simulations, we can assume that, at an equivalent coverage ($\sim$13×), ANGSD provides underestimates of *θ* while ATLAS provides overestimates. ROHan is expected to return accurate estimates, albeit at the cost of large confidence intervals. This is consistent with our observations.

Subsampling the Neanderthal Vindija 33.19 sample down to 1× provided an ideal empirical test case of the robustness of our method, in case it is applied to a difficult sample combining both high levels of aDNA damage and very low rates of heterozygosity. We obtained confidence intervals encompassing the global heterozygosity estimates retrieved from the full data at a coverage of 9× and above (see Figure S49). However, the point values retrieved for coverage inferior to $\sim$12× were consistently underestimated. Furthermore, the estimates of rates of aDNA damage at the highest coverage (30×) seemed robust (down to 4×) to subsampling the data to a lower coverage (See Table S5).

### non-Humans: {#s22}

We next sought to evaluate the heterozygosity of one ancient dog from Ireland, which dates back to 4.8 KYA and whose genome was sequenced in [@bib18]. Raw reads were downloaded from the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA), trimmed using leeHom v.1.1.5 ([@bib78]) and aligned using BWA ([@bib49]) 0.5.10. Using ROHan, we obtained an estimate of genome-wide *θ* of 1.29 $\times$ 10^−3^ (95% confidence interval: 1.18 $\times$ 10^−3^--1.42 $\times$ 10^−3^). The estimate retrieved in ANGSD when considering all substitution types was more than doubled (*θ* = 2.97 $\times$ 10^−3^). However, restricting the analysis to transversions only lowered the *θ* estimate to 0.99 $\times$ 10^−3^ as the original sample had extensive damage. In this case, the estimate was obtained by multiplying by $\kappa_{tv}$+1 (3.1) to obtain a comparable value (including both transitions and transversions). Both the original and ROHan estimates are in agreement with previously reported values of *θ* for modern wolf and dog breeds ([@bib93]).

Finally, we ran ROHan on 13 ancient and 20 modern horse genomes as an example of domestic animals were ROHs could potentially be identified.

Specifically, the 20 modern domestic horses represented a wide range of breeds, including Arabian (Arab_0237A), Mongolian (Mong_0153A, Mong_0215A), Thoroughbred (Thor_0145A, Thor_0290A), Yakutian (Yaku_0163A, Yaku_0170A, Yaku_0171A), Icelandic (Icel_0144A, Icel_0247A), Jeju (Jeju_0275A), Standardbred (Stan_0081A) and Shetland horses (Shet_0249A, Shet_0250A) ([@bib92]; [@bib40]; [@bib16]; [@bib37]; [@bib60]; [@bib15]; [@bib19]; [@bib52]; [@bib47]), as well as six endangered Przewalski's horses (Prze_0150A, Prze_0151A, Prze_0157A, Prze_0158A, Prze_0159A, Prze_0160A) ([@bib15]). The 13 ancient horses considered spanned a large temporal range, from the 19th century to 43 KYA, and represented both wild horses that lived prior to domestication, Eneolithic early domesticates and Iron Age domesticates ([@bib87]; [@bib52], [@bib53]; [@bib24]). More specifically we have Yakutian (ARUS_0222A), ancient Russian horses (ARUS_0223A, ARUS_0224A, ARUS_0225A), from the Borly4 site in Kazakhstan (Borly4_PAVH11, Borly4_PAVH4, Borly4_PAVH8), the Botai culture (Botai2,Botai5, Botai6) and Scythian kurgan (SCYT_E\_Ch25, SCYT_F\_Ch26, SCYT_I\_Ch118). Corresponding results are presented in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.

![The predicted genome-wide *θ* for several ancient and modern horse samples. ROHan's *θ* point estimates outside ROHs are shown as brown dots, together with their confidence intervals. Genome-wide estimates including inferred ROHs are indicated with a blue cross, while the green bars indicate the total fraction of the genome consisting of ROHs. The population of origin and the original names of the different horse samples are found in Table S6.](587f7){#fig7}

We found that the individual used while sequencing the horse reference genome (Twilight ([@bib92])) showed the largest fraction of the genome within ROHs. This is not surprising as this individual was selected to facilitate the genome assembly due to its extreme inbreeding levels. Likewise, we found that the six endangered Przewalski's horses have a substantial fraction of their genome in ROHs, in line with previous estimates ([@bib15]). Even when masking ROHs, the estimates of *θ* are in the lower range of those estimated in all other samples, be it modern or ancient. This is expected for a population founded in the early 20th century from a limited number of only 12--15 founders ([@bib15]). Interestingly, Eneolithic early domesticates from the Botai culture (Botai2, Botai6, Botai5) and the Borly4 archaeological site (Borly4_PAVH4,Borly4_PAVH8,Borly4_PAVH11) have recently been shown to represent the direct ancestors of modern Przewalski's horses ([@bib24]). Their genome was characterized by no detectable inbreeding and was associated with higher *θ* estimates, in line with the demographic collapse that followed the discovery of Przewalski's horses in the late 19th century ([@bib15]).

We found that three wild horses that lived 5--43 KYA, and that belonged to a now-extinct archaic lineage ([@bib87]; [@bib52]), also carried genomes showing no inbreeding. However, the *θ* estimates returned for the 16k years-old animal (ARUS_0225A) were higher than those returned for the other two individuals (ARUS_0223A and ARUS_0224A), despite these being sequenced to an average coverage of 7.4×, 21.7× ad 26.2×, respectively. No such genomes were sequenced using molecular tools limiting the impact of post-mortem DNA damage. Recalling our simulation results showing that ROHan *θ* point estimates were generally underestimated when limited coverage was available, and that precise estimates are difficult to obtain in the presence of extensive DNA damage, we consider that additional data are necessary before the true heterozygosity of individuals belonging to this lineage is determined. Similarly, we anticipate that the *θ* point estimates recovered for the three Scythian domesticates (SCYT_E\_Ch25, SCYT_F\_Ch26, SCYT_I\_Ch118) considered here are likely to be in fact underestimated, given that these were only sequenced to an average coverage between 9.4 and 12.1×. To further assess the impact of post-mortem DNA damage on *θ* estimates, we reran ROHan on seven modern horse samples, including four Przewalski's horses, forcing the model to account for aDNA damage. We obtained lower *θ* estimates by an average of 1.3 segregating sites per 10 kbp which represents an average of $\sim$9% of the original *θ* value returned (see Table S7). This demonstrates that our damage model can over-penalize the substitutions present in the sequencing data as long as they show similar signatures of post-mortem damage, skewing the *θ* point estimates downward on ancient individuals. Analyses comparing ancient and modern genome data should correct such bias if they are aimed at quantifying genetic diversity loss through time.

Discussion {#s23}
==========

We have explained our methodology for jointly inferring ROHs and the genome-wide *θ* for regions flagged outside ROHs. Using simulations, we found that both our model and state-of-the-art methods cannot provide reliable estimates in the presence of limited coverage data and/or post-mortem DNA damage, unless significant amounts of data are available. For modern samples, the point estimate for *θ* seems to be underestimated for samples with coverage inferior to 5×--6×. For ancient samples showing substantial levels of post-mortem DNA damage, a minimal coverage of 8×--10× is required to retrieve meaningful point estimates. In all simulations, ROHan returned more accurate genome-wide *θ* estimates than existing tools, especially with limited coverage data. We mentioned that users must supply the desired window size for the local heterozygosity estimates and the sensitivity to short ROHs depends on this window size. The choice of the window size depends on available coverage where higher coverage allows for smaller window sizes for the local estimate of heterozygosity. This also entails that our method is not suited for measuring distant and continuous inbreeding. Another limitation is that we do not account for present-day (human) contamination or exogenous DNA such as microbial contamination in aDNA samples, which can disrupt sequence diversity patterns underlying otherwise long blocks of low heterozygosity. Such situations are expected to reduce the length of inferred ROHs.

Our tests with BCFtools/RoH show that having accurate allele frequencies can improve the inference accuracy while delineating ROHs. However, using allele frequencies can also add biases, as the analyzed samples do not necessarily belong to the panel population used for estimating the genome-wide distribution of allele frequencies. The impact of such an ascertainment bias can be especially acute in non-model organisms and non-human animals such as domesticates, where breeds of economical relevance generally retain most of the research focus.

A drawback of our approach entails to the use of quality scores as being representative of the true probability of a sequencing error. This would be especially problematic in the presence of batch effects, *i.e.*, when comparing two samples not sequenced with the same technology and/or instrument, or if different basecallers were used. Any underestimate of the real probability of error will lead to an overestimate of heterozygosity and vice-versa. This is shown in the analyses that considered that aDNA damage could be present in modern samples, which resulted in a significant drop in the *θ* point estimate recovered. This suggests that the presence of even limited amounts of sequencing errors showing signatures similar to those observed in ancient samples can significantly impact estimates. Reciprocally, it follows that overestimating rates of aDNA damage in ancient samples will lead to underestimates of the rate of heterozygosity. Since our methodology expects users to provide rates of damage that exclude potential polymorphic positions and sequencing errors, we recommend caution when comparing ancient samples to modern samples, or to other ancient samples that either have been analyzed using different molecular tools or show drastically different rates of aDNA damage.

Another problematic aspect is flagging regions with a low number of segregating sites as either ROHs or non-ROHs regions. A low mutation rate in a specific region of the genome or recent positive selection can results in regions with a low number of segregating sites. Furthermore, individuals with a small effective population size will have genomic windows with a low number of segregating sites by chance. On the other hand, genuine regions with ROHs can have some levels of segregating due to *de novo* mutations, be it germline or somatic. As both scenarios are difficult to tease apart, our algorithm will hesitate to identify these regions as ROHs or non-ROHs and the probability of assignment to either class will be low. We recommend care when identifying ROHs using ROHan on samples with a very low value of *θ* in non-ROHs regions and caution that the probability of being in an ROH which is produced by our method should also be considered.

Throughout the manuscript, we have assumed that for an aDNA sample, an individual is composed of a single library. This can potentially affect our computations as the rates of aDNA damage are provided by the user and can sometimes represent the average across the genome for all libraries. Ideally, we should allow users to provide read group specific aDNA damage rates. This approach however is likely to require additional RAM as the computation for the nucleotide substitutions are pre-computed and stored for speed as the cost of memory. Other avenues for further improvements of our model include accounting for base compositional bias, such as %GC bias, which can introduce uneven coverage along the genome and potentially skew the weights considered for the likelihoods function. This effect might be magnified in those ancient genomes showing patterns of depth-of-coverage variation on par with nucleosomal protection ([@bib67]; [@bib31]).
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Maximum-likelihood methods tend to be very sensitive to the assumptions made about the data and outliers ([@bib4]). If the data deviate from the assumptions made, a potential problem is that the algorithm might yield an incorrect estimate.

Filtering by mapping quality is not immune to copy number variation (CNVs), and mapping qualities are in this case often miscalculated ([@bib82]; [@bib45]). The depth of coverage can be indicative of a CNV at a specific site ([@bib20]). To mitigate the impact of potential CNV, previous studies have often filtered sites by applying a minimum ([@bib62]) or maximum ([@bib48]) depth filter. Furthermore, it is also possible that two reads sampled from two different genomic locations find themselves mapped to the same location, and that the mapping quality does not fully reflect this as the original location of one read is not detected by the mapper. Similarly, it is possible that two reads sampled from a single location get mapped to two different locations.

Initial attempts have shown that the unweighted likelihood function was not sufficiently robust to very low coverage samples, whereby the confidence intervals were not sufficiently large. At very low genome-wide coverage (*i.e.*, $<$3×) it is difficult to ascertain whether all of the DNA fragments mapped at a specific site are genuinely stemming from this particular location.

For instance, if a site has coverage 2× for a sample with a genome-wide coverage of 3×, it could be that (i) all of the fragments were correctly matched at the correct location; (ii) we sampled from two original genomic loci with a coverage of 1× each, and they got mapped to the same location in the reference genome used; (iii) we sampled three reads from a single original genomic location, which got separated into two genomic loci in the reference genome, one having a coverage of 2× and the other having coverage of 1×. At a genome-wide coverage of 3×, it is difficult to tease these three scenarios apart.

However, at higher genome-wide coverage ($>$20×), it is easier to state that the majority of fragments mapped to the specific site are unlikely to have been generated by a CNV. The aforementioned three mismapping scenarios at a genome-wide coverage of 20× are much more unlikely, as we can compute the probability of sampling 10 or 40 reads using a Poisson distribution with a lambda of 20. Furthermore, we sought to downweight sites with coverage outside the expected value (*e.g.*, a site with coverage of 50× where the genome-wide average coverage is 10×).

To add robustness to our maximum-likelihood algorithm, we used the genome-wide average coverage as well as the coverage of the specific site in a weighted maximum-likelihood approach ([@bib30]).

In the main text, we defined the weight $w_{i}$ at site *i* as a function of the coverage at site *i* ($C_{i}$) and the genome-wide coverage (*λ*). We define the following events:

*S* = no duplicated alignments or collapses mapping have occurred; the sampled region is the one contained in the reference. The coverage observed in the mapped region should be the genomic average (*λ*).

*T* = there was a single region of origin for the reads, but the reference contains two distinct regions where the fragments can map to; the coverage observed in the mapped region is half the genomic average ($\frac{\lambda}{2}$).

*C* = there were two different regions of origin for the reads, but they now map to a single location; the coverage observed in the mapped region should twice the genomic average ($2\lambda$).

Let $\prime$ denote the complement or negation of an event. We defined weight $w_{i}$ as:$$\left. w_{i} = P\lbrack S \middle| \lambda,C_{i}\rbrack \right.$$The probability of not having a duplication or collapsed region depends on the genome-wide average coverage and the local one. We compute this quantity using Bayes' rule:$$\left. P\lbrack S \middle| \lambda,c\rbrack = \frac{\left. P\lbrack c \middle| \lambda,S\rbrack P\lbrack\lambda \middle| T\prime\rbrack \right.}{\left. P\lbrack c \middle| \lambda,S\rbrack P\lbrack\lambda \middle| T\prime\rbrack + P\lbrack c \middle| \lambda,T\rbrack P\lbrack\lambda \middle| T\rbrack + P\lbrack c \middle| \lambda,C\rbrack P\lbrack\lambda \middle| T\prime\rbrack \right.} \right.$$$$\left. P\lbrack c \middle| \lambda,S\rbrack = \frac{\lambda^{c}e^{- \lambda}}{c!} \right.$$for a case *T*:$$\left. P\lbrack c \middle| \lambda,T\rbrack = \frac{\left( \frac{\lambda}{2} \right)^{c}e^{- \frac{\lambda}{2}}}{c!} \right.$$for case *C*:$$\left. P\lbrack c \middle| \lambda,C\rbrack = \frac{\left( {2\lambda} \right)^{c}e^{- 2\lambda}}{c!} \right.$$Finally, the prior probability on *λ* given not having a duplication is given by the ratio$$\left. P\lbrack\lambda \middle| T\prime\rbrack = \frac{f_{T\prime}\left( \lambda \right)}{f_{T}\left( \lambda \right) + f_{T\prime}\left( \lambda \right)} \right.$$where $f_{T\prime}$ is simply the Poisson of *λ* at genomic rate *λ*:$$f_{T\prime}\left( \lambda \right) = \frac{\lambda^{\lambda}e^{- \lambda}}{\lambda!},$$and where $f_{T}$ is the sum of the Poisson of *λ* at genomic rate *λ*:$$f_{T}\left( \lambda \right) = \sum\limits_{\lambda\prime = \lambda,\frac{\lambda}{2},\frac{\lambda}{4},\frac{\lambda}{8},\ldots,1}\frac{\left( \lambda \right)^{\lambda\prime}e^{- \lambda}}{\lambda\prime!}.$$All of those functions are used to define the weight $w_{i}$ given the coverage at site *i* ($C_{i}$) and the genome wide coverage (*λ*). To visualize the weights for different values of ($C_{i}$) and the genome-wide coverage (*λ*), please refer to [Figure A1](#figA.1){ref-type="fig"}.

Appendix B: Accuracy of the Mapping Quality {#s24}
===========================================

Our model uses the mapping quality as a proxy to quantify the probability that a fragment is mismapped. We sought to evaluate the accuracy of this proxy by measuring the observed mapping quality, defined as the fragment of mismapped fragments on a PHRED scale, against the predicted mapping quality. The correlation between the predicted and observed mapping quality was plotted (see [Figure B1](#figB.1){ref-type="fig"}). Generally, although this correlation is not perfect, predicted mapping quality is a reasonably good proxy for the probability that a fragment is mismapped.

Appendix C: Frequency of Nucleotides for Mismapped Fragments {#s25}
============================================================

We describe in this section how the probabilities of finding a specific base given that the fragment is mismapped is obtained. In the main manuscript, we mention that the probability of finding a specific base is given by the natural frequencies of these nucleotides:$$\left. P\lbrack d_{i,j} \middle| b,M\rbrack = f_{d_{i,j}} \right.$$where $d_{i,j}$ is the observed base at genomic position *i* and depth *j*, *b* is the endogenous base samples from the chromosome and *M* denotes a mismapping event having occurred. In the human genome we generally find that $f_{A} = f_{T} \approx 0.3$ and $f_{C} = f_{G} \approx 0.2$. However aDNA damage can shift these probabilities. For instance, if there is a high rate of observed substitution from cytosine to thymine due to deamination, the frequency of cytosines will be decreased but the probability of finding a thymine will be increased. Let $f\prime_{d_{i,j}}$ be the frequency of base $d_{i,j}$ in the presence of deamination. This is obtained by marginalizing over each possible original base *b*:$$\left. f\prime_{d_{i,j}} = \sum\limits_{b \in A,C,G,T}f_{b}f_{deam}(b\rightarrow d_{i,j}) \right.$$where $\left. f_{deam}(b\rightarrow d_{i,j}) \right.$ represents the frequency of observed substitution from *b* to $d_{i,j}$ due to deamination. This frequency is supplied by the user and is position dependent.

Appendix D: Low-Coverage Correction {#s26}
===================================

Let $C_{i}$ be the coverage at site *i*. At heterozygous sites, the distribution of the two alleles $b_{a}$ and $b_{d}$ will follow a binomial distribution. This entails that, given that site *i* is heterozygous, we will only observe base $b_{a}$ with probability $\frac{1}{2^{C_{i}}}$. Similarly, we will only observe $b_{d}$ with probability $\frac{1}{2^{C_{i}}}$. We will therefore only observe a single base at heterozygous sites with probability $\frac{1}{2^{C_{i} - 1}}$. Although this is not significant at high-coverage, at coverage 3×, we will only observe a single base at heterozygous sites with probability $\frac{1}{4}$. This consistently caused our model to underestimate the heterozygosity rate. To correct this, we multiply the upper, lower, and mid estimate of *θ* estimates by the following factor:$$\frac{1}{1 - \frac{1}{2^{C_{i} - 1}}}$$Empirical evidence shows that this corrected for the underestimate at low coverage, while not affecting estimates at higher coverage, as term 11 is roughly 1 for higher values of $C_{i}$. To illustrate this, we ran ROHan with and without low-coverage correction the Yoruba sample presented later in Figure S50, which was subsampled at various depths of coverage. At high coverage (30×), our estimate of *θ* for this sample is 11.9 $\times$10${}^{4}$ (95% CI:11.1--12.9 $\times$10${}^{4}$). The original publication reported estimates of between 11.1 and 11.8$\times$10${}^{4}$ depending on the method used ([@bib57]). When subsampling down to 2× coverage, our *θ* estimates become: 12.3 $\times$10${}^{4}$ (95% CI: 8.3--16.4 $\times$10${}^{4}$), and, at 3×, 12.4$\times$10${}^{4}$ (95% CI: 9.4--15.4 $\times$10${}^{4}$). Although the point values are slightly overestimated, the confidence range obtained overlaps the value recovered with high-coverage data. This demonstrates the validity of our correction scheme. However, if no correction factor is applied, our *θ* estimates become, at 2×, 8.9$\times$10${}^{4}$ (95% CI:5.9--11.8), and, at 3×, 9.3$\times$10${}^{4}$ (95% CI:7.0--11.6). Although the truth for this sample is not known, our point estimates at 30× seem consistent with those reported by completely different algorithms in the original publication. If this estimate is considered reliable, using the correction factor seems to overestimate *θ* by roughly 0.5$\times$10${}^{4}$ (4.2%), whereas, without this correction factor, an underestimate of about 2.6--3$\times$10${}^{4}$ (23.5%) segregating sites was observed.

Appendix E: The Number of Segregating Sites in a Genomic Locus {#s27}
==============================================================

As described in the main manuscript, ROHan first computes local estimates of heterozygosity then proceeds by running an HMM to infer the genome-wide *θ* as well as to mark ROH *vs.* non-ROH regions. We defined the HMM as a two states model where one corresponds to the ROH state and the other corresponds to the non-ROH state. For a local estimate of heterozygosity, we can infer the expected number of segregating sites by multiplying the estimate of heterozygosity times the size of the genomic window.

For a given genome-wide estimate of *θ* used by the non-ROH HMM state, we must now define the probability of observing a certain number *k* of segregating sites (denoted $S = k$) given *θ*.

In our simulations, $N_{e} = 9000$ was one possible value of effective population size and the mutation rate $\mu = 2 \times 10^{- 8}$ per nucleotide per generation was also used. As $\theta = 4N_{e}\mu = 0.00072$, this is approximately our heterozygosity rate since $E\lbrack h\rbrack \approx \frac{\theta}{1 + \theta}$. We used Hudson's ms ([@bib35]) to visualize the distribution of 10,000 genomic loci with size of 1 Mbp:$${ms}\ 2\ 10,000\  - t\ 720.$$The results are plotted in [Figure E1](#figE.1){ref-type="fig"}, and show a distribution with a wide variance centered at ∼720.

Some previous work by [@bib98] computed the probability of having a certain number of segregating sites in very small but highly divergent loci using a Jukes-Cantor model to compute the probability of being in a stationary Markov state for a single base combined with a binomial distribution for an entire locus:$$P\lbrack S = k\rbrack = \begin{pmatrix}
N \\
k \\
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \theta^{k}\left( {1 - \theta} \right)^{N - k};$$however, for a large locus, the variance is not sufficiently large (see [Figure E1](#figE.1){ref-type="fig"}).

As the number of segregating sites in a small nonrecombining locus (NRL) is geometrically distributed with parameter $\frac{\theta}{\theta + 1}$ ([@bib94]), one can construe the number of segregating sites for a large recombining locus as the sum of segregating sites for multiple NRLs. The sum of multiple geometric distributions is a negative binomial distribution ([@bib12]). It has also been previously suggested that the number of segregating sites along a large genomic window follows a negative binomial distribution ([@bib69]). We therefore modeled our large genomic window of *N* sites as the sum of *s* NRLs, each generating segregating sites with rate $p = \frac{1}{1 + \theta\frac{N}{s}}$. The equation for the number of segregating sites becomes:$$P\lbrack S = k\rbrack = \begin{pmatrix}
{k + s - 1} \\
k \\
\end{pmatrix}\left( {1 - p} \right)^{s}p^{k}$$We found the negative binomial distribution to be more consistent with the distribution obtained using coalescence simulations (see [Figure E1](#figE.1){ref-type="fig"}).

Appendix F: Genomic Simulations {#s28}
===============================

F.1 Simulating aDNA damage {#s29}
--------------------------

The final diploid organism was used as input for gargammel ([@bib79]). The simulated adapters used were AGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACCGATTCGATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG and AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATTT. The distribution of the simulated fragment sizes was taken from the empirical fragment sizes from the Ust'-Ishim individual ([@bib21]). High rates of damage stemming from deamination were taken from the ATP2 sample ([@bib22]), intermediate rates of damage from a double-stranded library were taken from the LaBraña sample ([@bib85]), and low rates of damage from a single-stranded library were taken from the Ust'-Ishim sample ([@bib21]). The rates of damage were plotted (see [Figure F1](#figF.1){ref-type="fig"}).

F.2 Adding simulated sequencing errors {#s30}
--------------------------------------

gargammel by default uses the ART package to add sequencing errors in addition to aDNA damage. We used two values of the per-base quality score shift ($- sq$ option) to obtain different rates of sequencing error (see [Table F1](#tF.1){ref-type="table"}). The default value of 0 is on par with the rate of sequencing errors previously reported in the literature for Illumina sequencers (see [@bib86]). To test the robustness of our software to additional errors, we multiplied by 10 the number of sequencing errors ($- qs = - 10$).

F.3 Simulated inbreeding cases {#s31}
------------------------------

As mentioned in the main text, full simulations of chromosomes were performed for 16 haploid genomes using msprime ([@bib38]). These genomes were then recombined using custom programs and a recombination map from HapMap phase II ([@bib36]). In addition to a noninbred pedigree, three other cases of inbred pedigrees were simulated. The first was incest between siblings (see [Figure F2](#figF.2){ref-type="fig"}). The second involved incest between a grandparent and a grandchild (see [Figure F3](#figF.3){ref-type="fig"}). For the first case, the predicted rate of identity by descent is $\frac{1}{4}$ and for the second $\frac{1}{8}$ (see [@bib96]). The third case simulated incest between first cousins (see [Figure F4](#figF.4){ref-type="fig"}) and the predicted rate of identity by descent is $\frac{1}{16}$

Appendix G: Comparison with other Software {#s32}
==========================================

Although there are, as of writing, no published methods to infer genome-wide rates of θ for potentially inbred samples, we compared ROHan's ability to infer genome-wide rates of θ for non-inbreed samples using only 15 M. We evaluated two software aimed at performing such task namely ATLAS ([@bib44]) and ANGSD ([@bib43]). ATLAS version 1.0 was used with the following command:

atlas task=splitRGbyLength bam=\[IN\].bam readGroups=singleEndReadgroups.txt

\$ atlas task=estimatePMD bam=\[IN\]\_splitRG.bam fasta=ref.fa chr=1 length=25

\$ atlas task=recal bam=\[IN\]\_splitRG.bam pmdFile=\[IN\]\_splitRG_PMD_input_Empiric.txt chr=1

limitWindows=20 verbose

\$ atlas window=15000126 task=estimateTheta bam=\[IN\]\_splitRG.bam

\$ pmdFile\[IN\]\_splitRG_PMD_input_Empiric.txt recal=\]\[IN\]\_splitRG_recalibrationEM.txt

We also tried adding "equalBaseFreq" to the recalibration, but the effect on the predicted θ was not significant (5.58006e-06). Also, ANGSD version 0.915 built with htslib v1.3.2-132-g609120d was used using the following commands:

\$ angsd -- P 1 --i \[IN\].bam --gl 1 --C 50 --ref ref.fa --anc ref.fa --fold 1 --minQ 20 --minmapq 30 --dosaf 1 --out \[IN\].angsd

\$ realSFS \[IN\].angsd.saf.idx \> \[IN\].angsd.sfs

\$ angsd --P 1 --i \[IN\].bam --gl 1 --C 50 --ref ref.fa --anc ref.fa --fold 1 --minQ 20 --minmapq 30 --dosaf 1 --out \[IN\].angsdl --pest \[IN\].angsd.sfs

\$ realSFS \[IN\].angsdl.saf.idx \> \[IN\].angsdl.ml

Finally, we used the number found in the second column divided by the sum of the first and second column to obtain our estimate of *θ*.

The unit of information in ANGSD is the (diploid) genotype likelihood, which is specified via the "-gl" parameter. The error model specified by "-gl 1" corresponds to the SAMtools error model, whereas "-gl 2" assumes that the qscores are correct and does no error modeling or correction. We tested both parameters on a full simulated genome where a base every 1000 was made to be polymorphic and sequencing errors were added (see [Figure G1](#figG.1){ref-type="fig"}). We also tested ROHan on the same dataset. The dataset was downsampled to various depths of coverage.

As expected in the presence of no damage signal and quality scores with no error "-gl 2" outperforms "-gl 1". ROHan is more accurate than both in all cases, with the exception of a full genome at 0.5×. We emphasize that the results for these scenarios are global estimates in the context of no damage signals. In all analyses presented in the main manuscript, we used the error correcting "-gl 1" model even though using "-gl 2" could have improved the performance of the ANGSD based results. The performance of the genotype likelihood-based approaches in ANGSD is dependent on the choice of genotype likelihood model and there is currently no unified "best" genotype likelihood model that encapsulates all idiosyncrasies of sequencing data. However, the documentation for ANGSD for estimating heterozygosity currently lists "-gl 1" as ANGSD is most often used with empirical (and not synthetic data) where the assumption of perfect correlation between quality scores and error rates is not guaranteed.

For BCFtools/RoH, we used the following command to genotype:

\$ bcftools mpileup --Ou --f \[REF\] \[IN\].bam --- bcftools call --m -Oz --o \[OUT\].vcf.gz

using version 1.4.1 of BCFtools. The genotypes were then used as input into the following command:

\$ mergeVCF_AF \[PREFIX\].af.gz \[OUT\].vcf.gz \| bcftools roh --AF-tag AF1KG --m \[genetic\\\_map\]

where *mergeVCF_AF* is a script that merges the allele frequencies as a field in the VCF file. The *\[genetic_map\]* corresponds to the exact recombinations map used for simulations.

For PLINK, we used the vcf files produced above using bcftools and ran the following:

\$ plink ----homozyg ----vcf \[OUT\].vcf.gz ----out \[OUT\]

where PLINK version v1.90 was used.

![The value of the weights for different values of local coverage ($C_{i}$) and genome-wide coverage (*λ*).](587app1){#figA.1}

![Predicted *vs.* observed mapping quality. Fragments either carried (A) no damage, (B) Ust'-Ishim level damage, (C) ATP2 level damage, or (D) LaBraña level damage. An effective population size of $Ne$=9000 was used.](587app2){#figB.1}

![Comparison of the distribution of the number of segregating sites for 10,000 simulated loci of 1 Mb and different distributions. First, a negative binomial distribution for 100 NRLs on 1 Mb with probability $\frac{1}{1 + 0.00072\frac{10^{6}}{100}}$. Second, a binomial distribution for 1 Mb with probability 0.00072.](587app3){#figE.1}

![mapDamage2 nucleotide misincorporation profiles for ATP2 (A), LaBraña (B), and Ust'-Ishim (C). First cousins (see [Figure F4](#figE.1){ref-type="fig"}) and the predicted rate of identity by descent (IDB) is $\frac{1}{16}$.](587app4){#figF.1}

![First case of simulated inbreeding where parents are siblings, the probability of IBD is $\frac{1}{4}$.](587app5){#figF.2}

![Second case of inbreeding where one of the parents in a grandparent of the other parent. The probability of IBD is $\frac{1}{8}$.](587app6){#figF.3}

![Third case of inbreeding where parents are first cousins. The probability of IBD is $\frac{1}{16}$.](587app7){#figF.4}

![Use of the "-gl 1" (samtools) *vs.* "-gl 2" (GATK) in ANGSD to specify the model of error compared to ROHan on a simulated set with a heterozygosity of 0.001. The green crosses are the point estimates for *θ* ANGSD using "-gl 1" whereas the orange squares are using "-gl 2", the blue diamonds are ROHan's point estimate of *θ*. The numbers next to the dots represent the absolute value of the error of the point estimate.](587app8){#figG.1}

###### Parameters used during simulations of sequencing errors using the ART software

  $- qs$   Profile of the Illumina sequencing system   Observed error rate (per base)
  -------- ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------
  0        HiSeq 2500 (HS25)                           $\sim$0.0016
  −10      HiSeq 2500 (HS25)                           $\sim$0.0160

Rates of sequencing errors with the default value (*i.e.*, -qs 0) were consistent with empirical rates found by [@bib86]. The second rate (*i.e.*, -qs −10) represents an sequencing run with an extreme error rate.
